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Out of the blue
I came here without a name
Laid bare for you to see
And free for you to tame
The wind blew cold
Rain hit hard on my face
Coyotes were howling on my trace

Go on and bash me - 'cause you want to see me cry
Rip off my life - it's time to tell another lie
There are so many hungry hearts you've got to feed
Go on and hurt me, make me bleed

They always said there'll be no secrets in the end
Just have some good time and there's more good time
to spend
But when I saw through them
I knew they laughed inside
They were just messing with my mind
Stabbed from behind

Go on and bash me - 'cause you want to see me cry
Rip off my life - it's time to tell another lie
There are so many hungry hearts you've got to feed
Go on and hurt me, make me bleed

Go ahead and punch me - I bet you have an alibi
I'll turn another cheek - you'll tell another lie
Be sure they have their dose and have something to
read
Be sure you hurt someone indeed
And make him bleed
And make him bleed

Right boy - you see I'm all alone
Right boy - you'll want to take me home
Go on - there's no more time to waste
Tomorrow we'll be cut, copied and pasted
We'll be wasted

Go on and bash me - 'cause you want to see me cry
Rip off my life - it's time to tell another lie
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There are so many hungry hearts you've got to feed
Go on and hurt me, make me bleed
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